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Laser Induced Damage Thresholds (LIDTs) are a measure of the level of fluence an optical component may be expected to handle without observable damage. In this work we present an automated
system for measurement of LIDTs for a wide range of components and include details of the data
handling, image processing and code required.
We then apply this system to LIDT measurements of a commercial HDP-1280-2 ’BlueJay’ ferroelectric display finding a LIDT of 9.2 W cm−2 27µm, 5.5 W cm−2 150µm and 3.2 W cm−2 3.1mm
with wavelength 1090 ± 5nm. Finally, the quality of the results obtained are discussed and conclusions drawn.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Laser Induced Damage Thresholds (LIDTs)
are an internationally standardised way of
quantifying the threshold laser fluence required
to cause damage in optical elements. In this paper we present an automated system for LIDT
testing in accordance with the ISO 11254 and
ISO 21254 standards [1, 2].
As part of ongoing research into the power
handling capabilities of Spatial Light Modulators (SLMs) we present an automated system
for measurement of damage threshold values.
We demonstrate this for a commercial Liquid
Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) device under Continuous Wave (CW) laser illumination. This substrate was chosen as a significant quantity of
devices were available along with detailed accompanying power handling measurements for
comparison.
For CW power sources, the optic is exposed
at 10 locations to a laser of known beam diameter and power. The result is then examined
under a high magnification optical microscope
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for visible damage. The laser power is varied between measurements with the LIDT being taken
as the highest laser power for which damage is
not observed on any of the 10 exposure sites.
’Damage’ is here defined according to the ISO
definition as any detectable change in the substrate.
As bulk heating is assumed to be the primary mechanism for damage under CW exposure, [3] LIDTs are often quoted with the associated beam diameter. [4, 5] We here give the
LIDT in terms of power per area or W cm−2
for a 1/e2 beam diameter  given in µm or mm.
LIDTs may also be given in terms of the effective area equal to the ratio of laser power to
maximum power density. [1, 6]
The ISO standards do not require a specific
beam profile and only maximum beam intensity and beam diameter are required. In the
case discussed here detailed manufacturer specifications were available for the beam diameter.
For Gaussian illumination, the peak power is
approximately 2× the equivalent power of an
equivalent uniformly distributed beam. [3]
The primary motivation for this work is the
automation of a task for improvement in speed
and reduction in human error. We begin by presenting the experimental setup and automation
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arrangements with a focus of methodology. The
system is then validated using an LCoS device
as a test case. Finally, the measured response
is discussed and conclusions are drawn.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Manual LIDT measurement is straightforward requiring only a known light source, a
means of attenuation, a substrate and a microscope. A ’plug-and-play’ automated system requires little further work. Some devices such as
polarising filters require light of known polarisation and the damage thresholds for components
can range significantly.
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the system designed for automating this process. The
Computer Aided Design (CAD) design is shown
in Figure 2 along with its real-world implementation. A ’plug-and-play’ approach is taken for
the laser source which can include a range of directly cage mountable sources including diodes
as well as fibre launched light sources.
The laser beam - red in Figure 1 - is passed
vertically downwards through a window and ad-

justable linear polariser. Adjustment of the polariser relative to the fast axis of the polarising
beam splitter (PBS) allows for intensity control in elliptical beams and ensures a know polarisation on the sample. A 90:10 or higher
beam splitter extracts a portion of the power for
power measurement and a switchable neutral
density (ND) filter ensures compatibility with a
wide range of intensities. Len 4 acts as a telescope with the distance between the lens and
the stage defining the incident beam spot. Integration with Zemax allows the control system
to automate this process. Any reflected light is
captured by the beam dump.
The microscope system - blue in Figure 1 operates by passing a white light LED source
through an objective and imaging the back reflected light. This allows for real time measurement of substrate degradation.
In order to ensure maximum flexibility, all
components in the system are designed to be
modular and interchangeable.

III.

AUTOMATION, CONTROL AND
OPERATION

A control suite for the system was developed
in C# and C/C++ based on the HoloGen framework [7]. This is capable of automating the entire alignment, characterisation and metrology
process with a minimum of initial user input.
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A.

Source Calibration

measurements at 45◦ in order to fully understand stability behaviour.

There are three automated calibration procedures for the source measuring power, stability
and ellipticity.

1.

Source Power Calibration

3.

Slightly more involved is the source ellipticity
calibration. For an arbitrary elliptical polarisation E = [A, Beiδ ] passed through a polariser

2.

Source Stability Calibration

The stability of the laser source can be determined simply by holding the source at constant driving voltage and recording the change
in measured power over a period of time, in this
case taken as a period of 8 hours. Taking sufficient measurements allows a least squares fit to
a gaussian distribution in order to calculate the
FWHM stability. In the application discussed
below, stability was sufficient to ignore it from
LIDT calculations.
As before, systems incorporating the waveplate and polarising beam splitter require two
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Calibration of the laser source power is
straight forward provided the power sensor used
is of known properties. The waveplate and polarising beam splitter are aligned with parallel
fast axes and the response curve of source driving voltage to measured power is taken. Aligning the fast axis of the laser at 45◦ to the polarising beam splitter and repeating the measurement allows a second response curve to be
measured. The combined response of the laser is
equal to the sum of these measurements and allows us to determine laser power without removing the polarising beam splitter or half waveplate.
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FIG. 3: Power incident on the power meter vs
waveplate angle for the system shown in
Figure 1 and a 10mW solid state laser

of variable orientation, the minimum and maximum values are given by
Eψ =
(1)
q
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Eψ± π2 =
(2)
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and loss terms of the system and θ is the an-
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gle subtended by the waveplate.

B.

When the waveplate is initially mounted at
a non-zero angle θ0 and the source is mounted
with unknown orientation the waveplate is rotated through 360 degrees and the incident powers recorded. An example is shown in Figure 3.
Linear regression then allows for determination
of source properties from which the ellipticity
can be determined.

Computer Vision

The initial focus of the microscope subsystem is set by the user. A basic software autofocus implementation is used with an integrated
Zemax model of the objective lens system used
to inform z-axis adjustments on the alignment
stage. The power of the illumination LED is
controlled to ensure good image white-balance
and contrast and reduce post processing.
To automate the damage observation process,
a control image is taken before the start of each
test. After each test the recorded image Ii for
measurement i is compared to the control image
I0 using a normalised mean squared error EM SE
where
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IV.
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FIG. 4: Structure of a spatial light modulator

In order to validate the system we used
NENIR30A ND filters from ThorLabs as they
are low cost and have well defined damage
thresholds under CW illumination.
ThorLabs specify the NENIR30A as having a LIDT
of 25 W cm−2 62µm at 1064nm while we
measured a LIDT of 29.6 W cm−2 70µm at
1090nm.
V.

and Nx and Ny are the respective x and y
resolutions. A suitable cutoff value for EM SE
can then be taken. All captured images are
preserved to allow for manual confirmation if
required.
The system parameters are set by the user
in a JSON format. These define the volume of
operation for the stage as well as testing area
on the component and initial power values for
testing.

DEMONSTRATION

The experimental rig discussed so far was designed as part of ongoing research into SLM
power handling capabilities and we demonstrate
our system using a number of HDP-1280-2
’BlueJay’ ferroelectric displays. These have a
resolution of 1280 × 1280 pixels and a package
size of 11mm by 25mm.
As SLMs are multi-level devices, Figure 4, we
take the definition of ’damage’ to include any
visible change in the device rather than simply
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FIG. 5: Optical microscope images of substrate damage using an Evolution MP 5.0 camera and
Olympus BX60 microscope

visible change in the substrate.
As interest was in Near Infrared (NIR) behaviour, a 200W 1090 ± 5nm fibre laser source
from was used. This is delivered to the system
through a multi-mode fibre.

VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The automated system ran ≈ 350 tests for
a number of spot sizes. The operator time for
testing was under 35 minutes with a combined
automated runtime of 6 hours. It is estimated
that an entire operator day would be required
in an equivalent manual system.
As can be expected, the measured maximum power was higher for smaller gaussian
spot sizes with LIDTs of 9.2 W cm−2 27µm,
5.5 W cm−2 150µm and 3.2 W cm−2 3.1mm
being measured at 1090 ± 5nm. This is presumed to be due to bulk heating.
A number of failure paradigms were observed
with some extremal cases shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 (left) shows liquid crystal breakdown
under prolonged exposure. Figure 5 (centre)
shows delamination of the liquid crystal from
the glass without substrate damage and Figure 5 (right) shows direct substrate damage.
The captured microscope images were manually
inspected with only one image being classified
differently by the human operator and computer
vision system.
While not unexpected, there was no observed
difference in the LIDT against polarisation par-

allel or perpendicular to the SLM major axis.

VII.

CONCLUSION

This work has presented a fully automated
system for Laser Induced Damage Threshold
testing of substrates using only commercial offthe-shelf components. The setup requires <
10% of the operator time required for the equivalent manual system and reduces the manual
error sources.
The system was demonstrated by testing a
Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) device. LIDTs
of 9.2 W cm−2 27µm, 5.5 W cm−2 150µm and
3.2 W cm−2 3.1mm were found for the active
device face with an excitation wavelength of
1090 ± 5nm.
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